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Weleda is a brand that has been around since 1921. Their initial 
products were created by a pharmeceutical team in Europe. The 
company name Weleda was introduced and adapted from the 
Germanic healer and prophet Veleda. Weleda is now one of the 
most well-known providers of anthroposophical medicine and 
the main provider for natural cosmetics. They make a variety of 
products for the face, body, and babies.

BACKGROUNDWeleda Creative Brief
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Creative Brief 

We believe nature offers the best solutions to every 
beauty and wellness need. Our products are free from 
synthetic compounds or toxic chemicals. Instead, we use 
flower, fruit and root extracts, minerals and essential 
oils, each one carefully selected and orchestrated to 
work with your body’s own systems.

This project will revitalize the Weleda cosmetic brand. 
The redesign will encompass a new logo, stationary 
system, corresponding mock-ups, stylescape, style 
guide, and final process book. These deliverables will 
work as a system to improve Weleda’s brand image.  

• Fair Treatment 
• Employees as Partners 
• Integrity and Quality 
• Science and Spirit meet in our Research and 

Development 
• Sustainability 
• Ethical and Value-Creating Business Practices 
• Cultural Diversity

BRAND STATEMENT

SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

BRAND VALUES Weleda’s target audience is mainly women and infants. 
However, they do have a select section of men’s care.  
A more segmented target audience would be women 
who are mothers between the ages 25-50 years old. 
This individual is enviromentally conscious, is probably 
middle class, and one who takes the time to care about 
their health and personal care.

Weleda’s unique positioning is their extensive history 
and use of natural ingredients. Their brand is well-
known globally and has been around for over 90 years. 
The foundation of their story is rooted in the creation 
by a doctor and one of the first women physicians. 
Even though they use natural ingredients and have 
a commitment to quality and the environment, their 
pricing is still reasonable compared to other brands on 
the market.  

Other competitors are cosmetic brands who also focus 
on natural ingredients. Some of these competitors 
are Sibu, Shoosha, Acure, Nude, S.W. Basics, and 
Naturopathica. At other levels of the market, generic 
brands are also common competitors of Weleda. 

TARGET AUDIENCE 

POSITIONING AND COMPETITION
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Creative Brief 

Weleda aims to showcase the use of all natural products. 
Their current visual tone is formal with a pharmaceutical 
look to their packaging with an inconsistent variation of 
colors and patterns. The current wordmark has uneven 
strokes and characteristics that almost distracts from 
the information being displayed. The current pictoral 
mark can also be improved with something more simple, 
scalable, and iconic.

Weleda’s personality is environmentally conscious, 
modest, natural, and versatile for infants to adults.

Going forward with the rebrand, Weleda will have a 
cohesive visual system that represents their natural 
ingredients, commitment to their values, and a modern, 
yet still recognizable image. The redesigned wordmark 
and image will be more representative of their brand: 
Innovative, Environmentally Conscious, and Versatile. 
Since their main feature is the ingredients in their 
products, cohesive illustration, pattern, and or colors 
will be used for their product packaging. 

• https://www.weleda.com/
• https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/the-13-best-

natural-beauty-brands-116062298693.html 

VISUAL TONE + PERSONALITY

SOURCES
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WELEDA 
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Weleda Rebrand | Mood Board
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Weleda Rebrand | Mood Board

WELEDA

Weleda
WELEDA

Weleda

WELEDA
WELEDA

Weleda

WELEDA

Weleda

Mood  Board
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Initial Tablet Sketches
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Weleda Rebrand | Logo & Wordmark Sketches
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Weleda Rebrand | Logo & Wordmark Sketches
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PICTORIAL “W” MANDALA

WORDMARK: LEAF “W”

WORDMARK WITH SQUARE PICTORIAL

This wordmark experiments with serif type. 
It communicates a more formal image. 
The square pictorial element can easily 
be replaced by other previous sketches.  
It showcases a natural, organic shape within 
a constrained box.  It is simple and scalable.  
The serif font would need to be heavier in 
order to be read from a distance.

This wordmark would be in a script font or 
a sans serif font. The W can be taken out 
as a standalone pictorial element as well.  
The characteristics are more organic and free-
flowing. The leaf within the W points to the 
brand’s use of natural ingredients. 

This pictorial element was created by rotating 
a W that was drawn with embellishments.  
The final element is a radial design that can 
also be placed within a box. Inspiration for this 
piece was mandalas, biological cells, flowers, 
the sun, growth, and movement. 

This pictorial element uses a rotated leaf icon 
with a serif W in the center.  A circular shape was 
chosen to refer to the ideas of continuation, 
the earth, cycles, life, and strength.  
This pictorial element was created with the 
idea of using illustrated patterns and other 
drawn elements within the brand system. 

PICTORIAL RADIAL LEAF

Most Successful Tablet Sketches
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This square pictorial has a radial leaf design within a square. It is 
successful as a standalone and as a wordmark lockup. A capitalized 
wordmark is usesd in this lockup to create a more rectangular 
outline from baseline to to cap height. The serif font portrays a 
more sophisticated and formal image. The leaves represent the use 
of natural ingredients in their products. This overall pictorial and 
wordmark has a strong structure. 

This pictorial element has a radial leaf design and circular outline. 
The circle is representative of earth, cycles, life, continuation, 
and strength. Leaves are used once again to point to the use of 
natural ingredients. This wordmark uses all capital letters to show 
a more structured and bold image. The negative space within the 
leaf pattern highlights the W in the center. The standalone pictorial 
is heavy enough to be successful as a separate pictorial mark.  
A horizontal wordmark and pictorial image lockup was 
experimented with, however, there was awkward spacing with the 
leaf in between the two or two Ws next to eachother. 

This pictorial image has a flower detail. It points to the use of 
natural ingredients, but has more feminine characteristics with 
rounded corners and a flower icon. This pictorial element may 
be more successful with the target audience being women and 
those with children or babies. The wordmark does not utilize full 
capitalization and is less forceful. A serif font is used for a more 
formal look. The wordmark and pictorial lockup is working as a 
stack and horizontally.  This mark is not as bold or heavy as the 
other two, which is something to consider moving forward.

SQUARE PICTORIAL 

FLOWER WITH “W” DETAIL

LEAF RING

Digital Sketches
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Final Typography

Charter Bold

This is a header

Charter Roman

This is a subheader

Aa Aa

Aa

Aa Aa AaAa Aa Aa

Aa Aa Aa

Header Font:

Sub Header/Tagline (for date) Font:

Bold/ Bold Italic

Roman/ Roman Italic

Regular/ Italic Medium / Med Italic Bold / Bold Italic

Black/ Black Italic

Skolar Sans Latin
Body Copy Font/ Normal Tagline Font:

This is copy text. This is an example of copy text.  
This can also be used as a tagline. Skolar Sans Latin 
can be used in a variety of weights as long as it does 
not impact readability or proper hierarchy. Skolar Sans 
Latin Regular. Skolar Sans Latin Bold, Italic, et cetera. 

The typography in the Weleda brand system communicates 
a more sophisticated and modern look compared to the old  
rock-chiseled looking wordmark. Charter Bold as the 
headline is a serif font that is formal, and modest, while 
still communicating a sophisticated pharmaceutical image 
which reflects the brand’s history. Charter Roman as the sub 
header font is slimmer, more sleek, and showcases organic 
rounded strokes with a serif accent. This communicates the 
same sophistication and easy readability as Charter Bold. 
Skolar Sans Latin is the sans serif copy font which has slight 
rounded details and is used most for product packaging details.  
The more rounded details in each of these fonts are 
characteristics of a natural, organic, brand, but are still 
structured enough as typefaces for successful readability  
and communication. 
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Color Palettes

Harmony  
Green
Pantone: 381 U
CMYK: 33-0-97-0
RGB: 184-214-55
HEX: b8d637

Sunflower
Pantone: 120 U
CMYK: 0-15-68-0
RGB: 255-218-105
HEX: ffd969

Calendula
Pantone: 1365 U
CMYK: 0-40-69-0
RGB: 255-173-90
HEX: ffad5a

Sky Blue
Pantone: 2975 U
CMYK: 42-1-3-0
RGB: 136-211-238
HEX: 88d3ee

Lavender
Pantone: 2655 U 
CMYK: 38-48-0-0
RGB: 162-137-215
HEX: a289d7

Ratanhia
Pantone: 7647 U
CMYK: 30-70-27-1
RGB: 181-103-136
HEX: b56788

Midnight  
Black
Pantone: BLACK
CMYK: 0-0-0-100
RGB: 0-0-0
HEX: 000000

Primary Color Palette

Secondary Color Palette

Primary color palette used for signature mark. Warm Nude and Dark Moss used as 
accent Primary Colors. (i.e for backgrounds, or to add contrasting elements on main 
pieces) All Primary Colors, except Harmony Green may by used as a tint or shade. 
Harmony Green can be used with lowered opacity if needed.

Secondary colors may be used as accents. Most secondary colors are to be used 
on corresponding products. (i.e Lavender color for a product with lavender as the  
main ingredient).

Bright White
Pantone: WHITE
CMYK: 0-0-0-0
RGB: 255-255-255
HEX: ffffff

Warm Nude
Pantone: 7499 U
CMYK: 2-5-31-0
RGB: 252-236-187
HEX: fcecbb

Dark Moss
Pantone: 5753 U
CMYK: 55-40-64-15
RGB: 116-123-97
HEX: 747b61

The color palettes support the natural image of Weleda. The primary color 
palette uses two green colors, a neutral, warm toned nude, alongside black 
and white. The primary brand color is Harmony Green. It is a bright, refreshing 
green that will stand out on store shelves. The secondary color palettes are 
to be used as accents and mostly for packaging. This palette is working well 
because it pulls inspiration from the natural ingredients found in particular 
products. Overall, the color palettes are representative of natural ingredients 
and showcase aspects of the refreshing and modernized look. 
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Initial Stationary Design

Weleda Rebrand | Business Card
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Front

Back

Jane Doe Jane Doe
Graphic Designer Graphic Designer

jane.doe@weleda.com
646.241.1030

www.weleda.com
1 Bridge St Suite 42 Irvington, NY 10533

jane.doe@weleda.com
646.241.1030

www.weleda.com
1 Bridge St Suite 42 Irvington, NY 10533

Salutation,

The copy you are now reading is not the actual text to be typeset. It is placed here in lieu of the type to be used, so 
that it will resemble a complete job in every respect. For now, its purpose is for size and visual reference only.

Found corporate themed lorem ipsum. Leverage agile frameworks to provide a robust synopsis for high level 
overviews. Iterative approaches to corporate strategy foster collaborative thinking to further the overall  
value proposition. Organically grow the holistic world view of disruptive innovation via workplace diversity  
and empowerment.

Bring to the table win-win survival strategies to ensure proactive domination. At the end of the day, going forward, 
a new normal that has evolved from generation X is on the runway heading towards a streamlined cloud solution.  
User generated content in real-time will have multiple touchpoints for offshoring. Capitalize on low hanging fruit to 
identify a ballpark value added activity to beta test. Override the digital divide with additional clickthroughs from 
DevOps. Nanotechnology immersion along the information highway will close the loop on focusing solely on the 
bottom line.

Podcasting operational change management inside of workflows to establish a framework. Taking seamless key 
performance indicators offline to maximise the long tail. Keeping your eye on the ball while performing a deep 
dive on the start-up mentality to derive convergence on cross-platform integration. Collaboratively administrate 
empowered markets via plug-and-play networks. Dynamically procrastinate B2C users after installed base benefits. 
Dramatically visualize customer directed convergence without revolutionary ROI.

Efficiently unleash cross-media information without cross-media value. Quickly maximize timely deliverables for 
real-time schemas. Dramatically maintain clicks-and-mortar solutions without functional solutions.

Closing,

Signatory Name
Title
Weleda

Addressee’s Name
Company
Street Address Line 1
Street Address Line 2
City, State, Zip

Department or Unit Name
Weleda 

1 Bridge St 42
Irvington, NY 10533

 
P 646-241-XXXX
F 646-241-XXXX

www.weleda.com

The initial stationary design experimented with 
patterns, icons, and dot accents. Since the brand’s 
target audience is mainly women and mothers, fun 
embellishments and patterns seemed to be the direction 
to go. However, after further critique and exploration, 
these busy elements were removed to stay true to a 
more sophisticated brand that has been around for nearly  
100 years. In the final iterations of the business card, 
envelope, and letterhead the dots and leaves were removed 
to keep the brand’s Harmony Green and pictorial tulip 
element the main focus of  the brand (page 13). 
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Logo Design Progression

While creating the logo, I was conflicted between the top 
digital logo sketches (page 8). I experimented with all three 
of these top choices until deciding on the tulip. I decided to go 
with the tulip in the circle emblem because it communicated 
a more natural image. It is less corporate looking, more 
feminine, and has a stronger pictorial image that can stand 
alone. Once I decided on the tulip as the pictorial element,  
I experimented with it until I came to the final one. 

(1) I tried deleting the “W” 
shape in the middle and 
enhancing the “W”

1

3

2

4

5

(2) I experimented with capitalization 
and typography

(3) I tried creating different leaves to 
use in patterns and in the logo

(4) I tried making all the negative space 
black. This felt too heavy though

(5) The final mark and logo
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Final Stationary Mockups

In the final iterations of the business 
card, envelope, and letterhead the 
dots and leaves were removed to 
keep the brand’s Harmony Green 
and pictorial tulip element the main 
focus of  the brand. 
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Final Mockups

Shopping BagWater bottle

Coffee/tea mug Weleda Tshirt
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Final Mockups

Cream product 

Weleda stamp Face cleanser
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Final Mark & Reflection

Overall, the rebrand for Weleda revitalizes the image into a 
more modern, refreshing, sophisticated, and natural look. 
The pictorial element is clean, versatile, and calls to its use 
of natural and organic ingredients, while also having subtle 
feminine qualities that point to Weleda’s main consumer 
base. The typographic font chosen is easy to read, is bold 
enough to stand out on the shelves, and is a more structured 
font than the previous one to show that Weleda will be here 
for many more years to come. Weleda has been around since 
1921 developing natural skin care products, and this rebrand 
encompasses their innovative, environmentally conscious, 
and versatile brand image.  

If more time allowed, I would experiment with developing 
more accents and patterns to use with the brand. This would 
solely be for packaging and or adding natural textures into 
other deliverables. If more time allowed, this would include 
refining the overall product packaging for Weleda. I would 
also design more mockups and swag for Weleda. Many of 
their products are found online, and designing the box and 
presentation for someone who is receiving their products in 
the mail would be a way to push the rebrand even further.
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